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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, a complete framework including modeling, identification and control design for an experimental Helium refrigerator facility submitted to high pulsed loads is proposed. Such high pulsed loads
are expected to take place in future Tokamaks such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) or the Japan Torus-60 Super Advanced (JT60SA). The control architecture is split into two
loops: The first concerns the warm compression system while the second manages the remaining part
of the refrigerator (often called the cold box) in which the set-points of the first loop are viewed as
manipulated variables. The efficiency of the proposed solution is experimentally assessed under several
scenarios including those involving realistic high pulsed loads.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Nuclear reaction of fusion, mainly studied since the 50s, offers
large advantages when compared to the fission reaction. Indeed,
with the same reagents mass used, nuclear fusion produces four
times more energy. Moreover, this reaction avoids spontaneous
thermal unstable behavior. The fusion reaction takes place in a
magnetically confined plasma having a special geometry that is
called Tokamak. However, a difficult criterion (called Lawson criterion [8]), on temperature, plasma density and containment time,
has to be respected to made feasible fusion reaction. The respect of
the Lawson criterion is possible by the use of Tokamak topology.
Indeed, the containment is performed by superconductive magnets
which produce high magnetic fields. Large superconducting Tokamak devices produce significant pulsed heat loads [8]. These loads
are due to eddy currents encountered in the magnetic systems and
to electromagnetic radiation and neutron flux changes coming from
the plasma. Such high pulsed loads disturb the cryogenic plant making mandatory the use of appropriate control algorithms in order
to guarantee the fulfilment of the operational conditions and constraints. The latter concern several key quantities involving either
the safety requirements (turbine operational temperature range,
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maximum capacity of the helium container, pressure at the compressor level, etc.) or the quality of overall plant operation (stability
of the helium bath temperature, stability of the low pressure level,
etc.).
While many of these requirements are classically satisfied
by over dimensioning the cryogenic plants and using intuitive
(if-then-else) action rules, the nowadays energy concern and operation requirement can rather exploit the advances in control
systems theory to derive optimally designed closed-loop plants
that can operate near their maximum capacity without the need for
overestimated security margins. These new algorithms have to be
combined with new technological solutions such as thermal buffers
and by-pass valves.
The recent interest in advanced control methodologies impulsed
many works on modeling and control of cryogenic plants.
In particular, several dynamic simulators have been proposed
[12,3,4,6,14,9] for operators training, dimensioning and/or control
design. Based on a better dynamic modeling of the underlying process, advanced control schemes have been proposed,
very often, dedicated to a particular key variable. For instance,
monovariable Model Predictive Control (MPC) of helium bath
temperature at 1.8 K using Joule–Thomson (JT) expansion valve
has been proposed in [15]. In [13], the problem of monovariable control of the bath pressure is addressed while in [7], the
high pressure level is monitored in order to control the bath
level.
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In the present contribution, the problem of multivariable control
of an experimental helium refrigerator facility (available at CEA1 INAC2 -SBT,3 Grenoble, France) is addressed. The relevance of such
a solution lies in the strong coupling that characterizes the underlying phenomenon and the need to monitor many constraints that
have to be satisfied for operational and/or safety reasons.
Beside the multi-variable aspect of the proposed solution,
the problem related to the choice of the steady state regime
is addressed through dedicated static optimization problem that
makes it easier for operators to enforce the tight control of such
or such variable. The implication of such choices on the dynamic
behavior the system is clearly shown. This comes up with a quite
involved control level that shows quite simple set-point management interface level.
The paper is organized as follows: The control problem is clearly
stated in Section 2 where the plant is first described and the control objective is stated. Section 3 gives an overview of the proposed
solution that involves two subproblems related to the warm compression system (WCS) and to the cold box (CB). The WCS control
problem is studied in Section 4 while Section 5 is dedicated to the
CB control problem solution. Finally, Section 6 shows the experimental validation of the overall control framework under several
relevant scenarios including high pulsed loads. The paper ends with
a conclusion that summarizes the contribution and gives hints for
future works.
2. Problem statement
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the cryogenic plant of the CEA-INACSBT, Grenoble. This plant which is a typo dedicated to research
works offers a nominal capacity of 400 W at 4.5 K. It is dedicated
to physical experiments (testing cryogenic components, study of
superfluid helium, etc.). The block diagram of the plant is described
in detail in Section 2.1 while Section 2.2 hereafter describes the
control problem addressed in the present contribution.
2.1. Overview of the cryogenic plant
The block diagram of the cryogenic plant is shown in Fig. 2a. The
aim of this plant is to reproduce the ideal Claude thermodynamic
cycle which is depicted in Fig. 2b. in the Temperature/Entropy diagram. Note that the plant can be viewed as the interconnection of
two subsystems: the warm compression system and the cold box
(surrounded by separated rectangles in Fig. 2). It is shown in the
remainder of the paper that this subdivision is heavily used in the
control design.
The warm compression system consists of a screw compressor between 1.05 and 16 bars with a maximum flow of 72 g s−1 and
contains three control valves. The by-pass valve CV956 sets the operating point of the refrigerator. It is used to pass the flow that the cold
box cannot accept. The CV952 and CV953 valves are used to respectively supply or remove gas from the system via a helium gas drum.
The cold box cools down the helium flow from 300 K to 4.5 K using
the following equipments:
• Several counterflow heat exchangers and a liquid nitrogen precooler.
• A cold turbine expander which extracts work from the gas, controlled by the CV156 valve.
• A Joule–Thomson expansion valve (CV155 in Fig. 2).

1
2
3

CEA: Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique et aux Energies Alternatives.
Institut NAnosciences et Cryogénie.
Service des Basses Températures.

• A phase separator containing the two-phase helium which is connected to the load (simulated here by the heating device referred
to by NCR22 in Fig. 2a).
2.2. Control problem
The cryogenic plant aims at providing a cooling power that is
required by the magnetic structure of the Tokamak. This cooling
power is used to compensate for high pulsed loads affecting the
Tokamak circuits [8]. This heat exchange needs to take place at a
specific temperature (here 4.5 K at 1.25 bar). Consequently, maintaining the liquid helium temperature in the phase separator (see
Fig. 2a) is the main objective of the control algorithm. However,
this task has to be achieved while respecting several operation
constraints such as:
1. The output temperature of the turbine (Ttb130 in Fig. 2a) must
satisfy the constraint Ttb130 ∈ [9 K, 14 K] and has to be regulated
for safety reasons.
2. For safety reasons again, the compressor and the turbine need
the low pressure (LP) to be maintained in the interval [1.0 bar,
1.1 bar].
3. The level of liquid helium (Ltb131 ) in the phase separator has to
be maintained in a secure interval in order to avoid overflow and
to maintain a minimal cooling capacity.
In order to achieve the control objective, the control algorithm
disposes of a set of measurements and a set of manipulated variables which are (see Fig. 2a):
!Measurements: LP, HP, Ttb130 , Ttb108 , Ttb232 and Ltb131
!Manipulated variables: " 956 , " 952 , " 953 , " 155 and " 156
where " i is the position (in %) of the valves CVi .
Finally, the unmeasured exogenous disturbance input is represented by the heating power NCR22 which is used in our plant to
emulate the heat load mentioned above.
3. Overview of the proposed control architecture
In this section, a sketch of the proposed control framework is
briefly shown. The detailed presentation of the technical underlying solutions is reported in the following sections. As mentioned
above, the control framework relies on the subdivision of the original problem into two subproblems. The one related to the warm
compression systems (Fig. 3a) and the other one concerns the cold
box (Fig. 3b). More precisely, the aim of the WCS controller is to regulate the output ywcs :=( LP

T

sp

HP ) around some given set-point ywcs
T

using the control input vector uwcs :=("956 , "952 , "953 ) (Fig. 3a).
The control design is detailed in Section 4 where a physical model is
derived and the underlying physical parameters are identified from
experimental data. The resulting model is used to design a switched
Linear Quadratic Regulator with a dedicated observer. Based on the
resulting controller, the closed-loop WCS becomes a dynamic syssp
tem with ywcs as input and ywcs as output. This system is identified
and the resulting model is used in the cold box control design.
The control input vector for the cold box is
sp
ucb :=("155 , "156 , ywcs ) ∈ R4 that includes the set-points for the
warm compression system. The control objective here is to regulate the output ycb := (Ttb130 , Ttb108 − Ttb232 , Ltb131 )T ∈ R3 around
sp
some desired set-point ycb . Note that here again, the control design
is based on LQ settings in which weights are also applied on the
control inputs, and hence on (LP, HP)sp which enables to take
into consideration the control objective of the WCS. Note that the
inclusion of the difference Ttb108 − Ttb232 in the regulated variable
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Fig. 1. View of the cryogenic plant of CEA-INAC-SBT, Grenoble. (a) The compressor of the warm compression system. (b) Global view of the cold box. (c) Details of the cold
box.

helps maintaining a balanced temperature distribution over the
heat exchanger stream.
In the remainder of the present paper, the control design for the
WCS and the CB are detailed in Sections 4 and 5 while Section 6
presents validating closed-loop experiments.

In the next section, the system equations are derived for use in the
control design.

4. Modeling and control of the warm compression system

The system modeling is based on the following conservation
equations (see Fig. 4):

In this section, the control design for the WCS is presented.
The structure of the WCS is depicted in Fig. 4. Recall that the
T
manipulated variable here is uwcs :=("956 , "952 , "953 ) while the
regulated variables are the components of the output vector

d(mLP )
= Q956 + Q952 + Qcb − Qcp
dt

(2)

d(mHP )
= −Q956 − Q953 − Qcb + Qcp
dt

(3)

T

ywcs :=( LP HP ) . The valves CV953 and CV952 are in split range configuration which means that the following constraint has to be
satisfied:
"953 · "952 = 0

(1)

4.1. System modeling

where mLP and mHP are the mass of helium contained in the low
pressure and high pressure compartments respectively. These state

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the 400 W helium refrigerator available at CEA-INAC-SBT, Grenoble. (a) The system can be decomposed into two parts: the warm compression system
and the cold box. (b) The ideal Temperature/Entropy diagram.
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Fig. 3. Overview of the whole control framework. (a) Control scheme for the warm compression system. (b) Control scheme for the cold box. Note that an identified model
for the closed-loop WCS is used in the control design of the cold box.

variables can be replaced by the pressures LP and HP through the
ideal gas law to give:
˛LP (T ) ·

d(LP)
= Q956 + Q952 + Qcb − Qcp
dt

(4)

˛HP (T ) ·

d(HP)
= −Q956 − Q953 − Qcb + Qcp
dt

(5)

where ˛LP (T) and ˛HP (T) are constants containing the molar mass
of helium M (4 g mol−1 ), the ideal gas constant R (8.314 J K mol−1 )
and the temperature T of the WCS (300 K).
All the Qi ’s involved in (4) and (5) are mass flow rates as defined
in Fig. 4. As long as these flow rates are related to valves, the following laws are used [1]:


%
&'
X

$in · Pin · X if X < Xc (subsonic flow)
 # · Cv 1 −
3Xc
(6)
Q :=
%
&
'

 # · Cv 1 − Xc
$in · Pin · Xc if X ≥ Xc (sonic flow)
3Xc

where

•
•
•
•
•

# = 2.4 × 10−5 and Xc = 0.85 for the operation range.
Pin and Pout (Pa) are the input and output pressure of the valve.
X = (Pout − Pin )/Pin is the relative pressure drop across the valve.
$in (kg/m3 ) is the volumetric mass of the helium at 300 K.
Cv is the valve characteristic coefficient given by:
Cv =

Cvmax " ln(R)
[e
− (1 − ")]
R

(7)

C max

where v
= 8, 2.5 and 2.5 for the valves CV956 , CV952 and CV953
respectively while R is a constant to be identified experimentally.
Considering that the valves CV956 and CV952 are sonic while the
valve C953 is subsonic, the equations above lead to:
Q956 = K956 · C956 ("956 ) · HP
Q952 = K952 · C952 ("952 ) · Pb
Q953

%

HP − Pb
= K953 · C953 ("953 ) · 1 −
3Xc · HP

(8)

&'

(9)
HP(HP − Pb )

(10)

where the pressure Pb can be taken constant for sufficiently high
volume of the buffer.
As for Qcp , it can be written using the volumetric compressor
law:
Fig. 4. Definition of the variables used in the control design of the warm compression system. The cold box is the subsystem already defined in Fig. 2a.

Qcp = Ncp · Vcp

M
· (LP)
RT

(11)
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where Ncp is the rotation speed of the compressor (in Hz), Vcp is its
volume while M is the helium molar mass.
Injecting (8)–(11) in (4) and (5) leads to the state equation of the
warm compression system that can be shortly written as follows:
ẋwcs = f (xwcs , uwcs , Qcb )

(12)

In order to validate the nonlinear dynamic model (12), two experiments have been conducted and the model simulation has been
compared to the acquired measurement. The results are shown in
Fig. 5 where it can be noticed that the main dynamic features are
quite well captured by the above described model.

In order to derive the control law, the nonlinear model (12)
is first linearized around the stationary operation point (LP,
HP) = (1.05, 16.0). Moreover, a disturbance related term is added
to handle errors on the positions of the valves CV952 and CV953 . This
disturbance can obviously take into account the variation of the
flow rate Qcb (see Fig. 4). Consequently, the control design is based
on the following system of linear equations:
ẋwcs = Axwcs + Buwcs + G · ı

(13)

ı̇ = 0

(14)

ywcs = Cwcs xwcs

(15)

where G is the matrix built up with the last two columns of B,
corresponding to the split range terms.
Now, in order to cope with the constraint (1), two fictitious systems are defined in which either CV952 or CV953 is opened. More
precisely, for each % ∈ {1, 2}, the following system is defined:
(%)

(%)

ẋwcs = Axwcs + B% uwcs + G · ı

(16)

ı̇ = 0

(17)

ywcs =

(%)
Cwcs xwcs

(18)

where:
B1 :=(c1 (B), c2 (B));

B2 :=(c1 (B), c3 (B))

(19)

where ci (B) stands for the i th column of B. Roughly speaking, each
of these two systems is allowed to manipulate either " 952 or " 953 .
For each system, an LQ design is achieved by looking for a linear
feedback of the form:
(%)

(%)

(

A − K1 C
−K2 C

G
0

)

(24)

has strictly negative eigenvalues [10].
Having these estimations at hand, the following two controls
are computed according to (20):
(1)

sp

(1)

sp

(25)

(2)

sp

(2)

sp

(26)

uwcs (x̂wcs , ı̂, ywcs ) = −K (1) · x̂wcs + ufeed (ı̂, ywcs )
uwcs (x̂wcs , ı̂, ywcs ) = −K (2) · x̂wcs + ufeed (ı̂, ywcs )
and the effectively applied control is therefore given by:

4.2. Control design

(%)

where the gain matrices K1 and K2 are computed by standard
Luenberger-like observer design such that the matrix

(%)

sp

uwcs = −K (%) · xwcs + ufeed (ı, ywcs )

(20)

where the matrix gain K(%) is computed by classical unconstrained
(%)
sp
LQ design [10] while ufeed (ı, ywcs ) is computed such that the result-

sp

uwcs = Kwcs (x̂wcs , ı̂, ywcs ):=

  (1) 
uwcs1



  (1)  if u(1) ≥ 0

 uwcs2 
wcs2




0

 (2) 


uwcs1





0  otherwise


(2)

(27)

uwcs2

Note that because of the opposite roles played by the valves CV952
(1)
and CV953 , it is obvious that when uwcs2 < 0 the one necessarily has
(2)

uwcs2 > 0 and the resulting control is always feasible.
To summarize, the dynamic output feedback law for the warm
compression system is totally defined by Eqs. (22), (23) and
(25)–(27).
4.3. Experimental validation
In this section, some validating scenarios of the output feedback
law proposed in the preceding section are shown. When possible,
the results are compared to a PID-decoupling strategy that was previously used at CEA-INAC-SBT. More precisely, this strategy consists
in two PID controllers: The first manipulates the CV956 to regulate
the low pressure (LP) around 1.05 bar while the two valves CV952
and CV953 are monitored in a split range configuration by a second
PID to control the high pressure (HP) around 16 bar.
Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the closed-loop WCS under two
scenarios representing the response to a filtered rectangular load
(Fig. 6a) and a high pulsed load comparable in relative amplitude
to the loads expected to take place in the JT60SA (Fig. 6b). Note that
the PID scheme failed to maintain the system within the admissible
domain that is defined by the safety constraints on the compressor
and the turbine (see Section 2.2). In the case of high pulsed load
(Fig. 6b), it is worth observing that during the first higher pulse, the
maximum capacity of the system is reached as it can be noticed by
observing the valves CV952 and CV956 that are fully closed.

sp

ing steady state is compatible with the desired set-point ywcs given
the estimated disturbance ı̂. This is obtained by solving the following linear system:

(

A − B% K (%)
C

B%
0

)(

x̄wcs
(%)

ufeed

)

=

(

−G
0

)

ı+

( )
0
I

sp
ywcs

(21)

5. Identification and control of the cold box
As mentioned in Section 3 where the overall framework
has been introduced (see Fig. 3), as long as the control of the
cold box is concerned, the manipulated variable is defined by
sp

(%)
xwcs

and ı have to be
Note that in the definition (20), the quantity
replaced by their estimated values x̂wcs and ı̂. These estimations
are obtained by a dynamic observer that is defined based on the
original model (13)–(15) according to:
x̂˙ wcs = Ax̂wcs + Buwcs + G · ı̂ + K1 (y − C x̂wcs )

(22)

˙
ı̂ = K2 (y − C x̂wcs )

(23)

T

ucb :=("155 , "156 , ywcs ) and the regulated output is ycb := (Ttb130 ,
Ttb108 − Ttb232 , Ltb131 )T while the disturbance is represented by the
heat load NCR22 . Therefore, the blocks denoted in Fig. 3b by Closedloop WCS and Cold Box need to be identified. This identification has
been done experimentally using classical linear identification tools
[11]. More precisely successive state-space identification steps are
used to come out with a dynamic model that contains the least possible redundant states. Roughly speaking the identification process
contains the following steps:
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Fig. 5. Validation of the WCS dynamic model for two different input profiles: (black-solid) experimental measurements, (red-dotted) model. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

• First, the richer output y1 is used to identify a first linear state
space representation (A1 , B1 , C1 ) with a state vector, say x1 . This
achieves the identification of the model that takes into account
this first output.
• A second output y2 is then considered and an output matrix C21 is
searched that minimized the L2 -norm of the error e2 := C21 x1 − y2 .
Then a state space model (A2 , B2 , C2 ) is identified for the dynamic
of the error e2 and the result is concatenated with the model
obtained in the preceding step to derive the model that takes
into account the dynamic representation for y1 and y2 , namely:
A:=

(

A1
0

0
A2

)

;

B:=

(

B1
B2

)

;

C:=( C21

C2 )

(28)

• The next output is handled similarly and the construction continues until all the outputs are processed.
For more details see [5,2].
The validation of the identified model of the cold box is shown
in Fig. 7a and b where one can see respectively the excitation signals and the validation scenario obtained using different excitation
scenarii.

These identified models lead to the following sampled time state
space model of the cold box:
xcb (k + 1) = Acb xcb (k) + Bcb ucb (k) + Gcb w(k)

(29)

ycb (k) = Ccb xcb (k)

(30)

where the state xcb (k) is obtained by concatenating the state of the
identified model together with the past control ucb (k − 1) and the
internal state ε(k) of an integrator that is used to achieve zero tracking error in steady state. Note that the inclusion of the past control
ucb (k − 1) makes possible to penalize control increments (or equivalently control derivative) in an optimal linear quadratic design [10].
The disturbance w is used to cope with the unmeasured disturbance
load NCR22 .
As done before, a dedicated observer can be designed for the
above system so that one can define the feedback control law
according to:
sp

ucb := − Kcb · x̂cb + vfeed (ycb )

(31)

where Kcb is computed using LQ design [10] while the feed-forward
sp
term vfeed (ycb ) is computed in order to achieve the desired output
in steady state.

Fig. 6. Closed-loop behavior of the WCS under the control law defined in Section 4. (a) Response to filtered rectangular load (black-solid lines) compared to the existing
decoupling-based PID scheme (red-dotted lines). (b) Response to high pulsed loads comparable to those expected for the JT60SA (the same PID failed to cope with the
consequence of such loads). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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Fig. 7. Identification of the cold box model. (a) Excitation scenario. (b) Validation of the resulting model on different excitation profiles.

However, unlike the case of the WCS for which there is a unique
sp
steady state for a given desired output ywcs , in the case of the cold
box, several steady states may correspond to the same desired outsp
put ycb . There is need for an additional criterion to choose a specific
steady state. That is the reason why, in the present contribution,
st , ust ) is computed by solving the following
the steady state pair (xcb
cb
optimization problem:

2

22
2
2
0
2
2
0 st sp st sp 1
2

2
xcb (ycb ), ucb (ycb ) :=arg min 2ūcb −  0 2
(x̄cb ,ūcb )2
2
sp
2
ywcs 2
˝cb
(
)( ) ( )
under

(I − Acb )
Ccb

−Bcb
0

x̄cb

ūcb

=

0

sp

ycb

(32)

and the feed-forward term becomes:
sp
sp
sp
st
vfeed (ycb
):=Kcb · xcb
(ycb ) + ust
(y )
cb cb

(33)

Note that the cost function used in the above optimization problem
simply involves different weighting on the values of the controlled
valved deviation from the steady position and on the deviation of
the set points of the WCS with respect to their steady state. As
st , ust )
for the constraint (32), it expresses the fact that the pair (xcb
cb
is a steady pair which is compatible with the desired output. The
weighting matrix ˝cb ∈ R4×4 gives a tuning parameter that defines
the steady state trade-off between the different components of the
decision variable, namely LP, HP, " 155 and " 156 . Such a trade-off is
to be defined by the operator and can hardly be defined in a generic
way. Note that the same degree of freedom is available when

Fig. 8. Closed-loop behavior using the steady state weighting matrix ˝cb = diag(1, 1, 100, 1) under set-point changes on the turbine output temperature Ttb130 . This weighting
enforces the low pressure regulation.
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Fig. 9. Closed-loop behavior using the steady state weighting matrix ˝cb = diag(1, 1, 1, 100) under set-point changes on the turbine output temperature Ttb130 . This weighting
enforces the high pressure regulation.

computing the feedback matrix gain Kcb involved in (31) through
the state and the control weighting matrices [10].
To summarize, the dynamic output feedback of the cold box is
completely defined by (31)–(33) together with the observer equation associated to (29) and (30). Concerning this issue, it is worth
underlying that our investigation incites us to design the observer
based on the assumption w = 0. This is particularly adapted to the
high pulsed loads scenario in which the duty cycle of the load is
very short.

6. Experimental validation
In this section, the experimental validation of the overall proposed control structure is presented. Note that this involves the two
subsystems defined above in order to split the control problem into
two sub-problems.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the closed-loop behavior when changes in the
set-point of the turbine output temperature Ttb130 are imposed and
this, for two different values of the weighting matrix ˝cb used in

Fig. 10. Closed-loop behavior of system under a train of pulses. Comparison with a existing decoupling PID solution. Note the regulation of the helium level when using the
proposed solution. The multi-variable character of the control scheme enables transient variation in the pressures set-point.
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Fig. 11. Behavior of the cold box flow rate Qcb (see Fig. 4) under the same scenario as the one depicted in Fig. 10.

(32). More precisely, Fig. 8 shows the result when the low pressure regulation is enforced using ˝cb = diag(1, 1, 100, 1) while
Fig. 9 corresponds to an enforced high pressure regulation using
˝cb = diag(1, 1, 1, 100). Recall that this weighting matrix ˝cb is the
one used to determine the targeted steady state which differs from
the weighting matrix that is used in the LQ design leading to the
definition of the control gain Kcb involved in (31).
Fig. 10 depicts the closed-loop answer to a sequence of load
pulses. The behavior of the closed-loop is compared to that of an
existing PID. More precisely, a sequence of pulses is injected while
using the proposed control structure and then the same sequence
is repeated using the PID based decoupling control. Note how the
liquid level is regulated to recover its initial value when the proposed multi-variable control is used while a drift can be noticed
under the PID control. It is worth underlying that in the case of

repeated pulses, the helium bath would have been emptied. This
comes from the simple fact that the PID-based controller does not
control the level while the multivariable scheme does through the
weighting term on the level regulation although the latter is quite
small. Fig. 11 shows the behavior of the resulting cold box flow rate
Qcb (see Fig. 4) where it can be noticed that the use of the proposed
scheme leads to a better transient due to the multi-variable character of the proposed control that allows for transient changes in
the pressures.
Finally, Fig. 12 shows the closed-loop behavior under high
pulsed loads that are chosen to be relatively comparable (when
reported to the operational design power) to the expected pulses
for JT60SA. Note that the system recovers the targeted steady state
through settling times that depends on the weighting matrices used
in the LQ design of the gain matrix Kcb .

Fig. 12. Response of the closed-loop system to a train of high pulsed loads. Note how the steady state point is recovered with different settling time defined by the weighting
matrices.
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7. Conclusion and future work

References

In this paper, a novel multi-variable control architecture is proposed to address the control problem in a cryogenic refrigerator.
The proposed scheme is based on the use of Linear Quadratic Optimal regulator design based on partially modeled dynamics. The
proposed solution splits the system into two subsystems: the warm
compression system and the cold box. A cascaded structure is then
defined in which the set-point of the first system (low and high
pressure set-points) are viewed as manipulated variables for the
second system. The proposed solution has been experimentally
validated using the 400 W experimental facility of CEA-INAC-SBT,
Grenoble.
The currently undergoing work focuses on the derivation of
nonlinear physical model of the whole system that can incorporate several Brayton cycles, more suitable to describe future
facilities. Although a large part of the proposed solution can be
reused through linearization of such a model, dedicated nonlinear and explicitly constrained solutions may be considered. To
this respect, it is worth mentioning that Model Predictive Control has been developed for our facility that gave encouraging
results in simulation although a real-time implementation seemed
incompatible with currently available industrially certified computational devices at CEA-INAC-SBT. One possible extension of the
current work is to address this implementation issue.
Finally, energy oriented dedicated solutions have to be investigated. This is particularly appealing in the presence of controlled
variations of the compressor volumetric flow rate. It goes without saying that the multi-variable structure proposed in this
paper can easily accommodate for such an additional manipulated
variable.
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